Patient Data Interoperability

Overview:
When a patient shifts from one provider to another, the accuracy of the medical records that get
transmitted has an inverse bearing on the redundancy and complexity of actions that follow. Seamless
interoperability holds the key to the riddle. We undertook this project to put in place an approach that
can be undertaken to affect seamless exchange of patients’ medical records across all key healthcare
stakeholders. It was done using data and communication standards devised by designated bodies to be
followed universally across the industry along with a healthcare integration engine.

Client details:
Name: Confidential | Type: Healthcare | Location: US

Technologies:





Docker, Docker Compose
Google Cloud
Java, Spring Boot
Message Queue - RabbitMQ
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Project Description:
With Interoperability being considered as the silver-bullet for the healthcare industry, efforts are
underway to make it an integral part of the ecosystem. Widespread adoption of common
communication standards is expected to provide the foundation for this to be realized.
This project is an exhibition of patient data interoperability, implemented using the most universally
accepted standards for data and communication. This project addresses one of the most fundamental
needs of patients – of getting their medical records made available to providers as they move from one
to the other. This is of critical importance for specialist referrals and for care transition in general.
Details of the project are as follows:

Entity 1: Provider A which uses OpenMRS
Entity 2: Provider B which uses Google Healthcare APIs
Goal: Exchange data between Provider A and Provider B using NextGen Connect

About OpenMRS:
It is a leading open source enterprise EMR system platform. It comes with a FHIR module, which exposes
patient related data via REST API calls. Some of the entities are listed below:
Allergy Intolerance

Family Member History

Medication Request

Person

Condition

Group

Observation

Practitioner

Diagnostic Report

Location

Operation Definition

Procedure Request

Encounter

Medication

Patient

Related Person

We picked a few related entities from the above list to process, i.e. Patient, Allergy Intolerance,
Condition, Observation, Diagnostic Report, Encounter

About Google Cloud Healthcare API:
It is a fully managed and secure cloud development environment for health care applications that
support HIPAA compliance. It facilitates the exchange of data between health care applications and
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solutions built on Google Cloud. Organizations leveraging it can take in data from a wide range of
systems and perform desired actions on them.
We setup the Google Healthcare APIs, i.e. FHIR Stores within datasets, and were able to perform CRUD
operations using postman. It was used as the destination for the data sent via NextGen Connect.

About NextGen Connect:
It is a cross-platform integration engine used extensively in the healthcare industry that facilitates bidirectional exchanges of different types of messages. This is done by creating multiple channels for
transferring data from source to destinations. There are many types of connectors for
Source/Destination, for e.g. Channel Reader/Writer, DICOM Listener/Sender, Database Reader/Writer,
File Reader/Writer, HTTP Listener/Sender, JMS Listener/Sender, JavaScript Reader/Writer, TCP
Listener/Sender, Web Service (SOAP) Listener/Sender. We used HTTP Listener/Sender for this project.
Solution


The process of data transfer begins with a “Request” getting raised through the Message Broker
(RabbitMQ). A “Request” comprises of a “Patient ID” and “Names of Resources” for the
corresponding Patient ID that are to be transferred e.g. allergy, condition, observation. These
requests are shared in JSON format.



The Worker Agent fetches such a request from the Message Broker and sends it to OpenMRS
(Provider A) with the required details: Patient ID, Names of Resources to be fetched. The
Worker Agent is an application developed using Java, Spring boot.



After pulling the required data from OpenMRS, the Worker Agent sends it to NextGen Connect.



NextGen Connect allows channels to be created within to transfer data. One such is specifically
linked to Google Healthcare API and acts as the conduit for transferring this data pulled from
OpenMRS.



With this approach, data can be transferred from a single source (e.g. Provider A using
OpenMRS) to multiple destinations. This can be achieved by creating dedicated channels within
NextGen Connect that get mapped to each of the target destinations. For e.g. Provider C ( refer
Architecture diagram)
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Architecture:

Screenshots

Screenshot 1: Patient Data in OpenMRS
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Screenshot 2: Request from Message Broker
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Screenshot 3: NextGen Channel

Screenshot 4: NextGen Channel Messages
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Screenshot 5: Google APIs receiving transmitted Patient Data
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